our billion people currently face severe water scarcity for at least one month per year, and half a billion face it all year round [1] [2] [3] . This widespread and devastating problem has motivated the development of a large variety of desalination technologies to provide freshwater from the abundant seawater, by means of either membranes or thermal processes. However, most of the systems involve costly or cumbersome solutions [4] [5] [6] . Conventional desalination technologies are typically based on active processes; namely, they include components with mechanical moving parts that are subject to ageing and possible failure. Since active desalination involves high capital and operating costs, large plants are generally implemented.
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In contrast, passive desalination technology is built using selfoperating systems, where all processes occur without mechanical moving parts. Although usually less energy efficient compared to active technologies, passive approaches have the potential to improve the economic feasibility and reliability of small plants owing to their lower capital requirements and operating costs, especially in isolated and impoverished areas 7 . In particular, variations of solar stills have been used for thousands of years, and they have the major advantage that they operate using only the Sun. However, even their best realizations can be highly inefficient, and large-area installations are typically required to satisfy the drinkable water needs (for example, 2 l per day 8 ) of a single person: 6 m 2 per person per day 9 . In recent years, advanced nanomaterials have been used to improve the yield of stills by reducing heat losses to the environment and enhancing the solar energy absorption [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Some efforts have been so successful that sunlight could be converted to steam and then condensed with efficiency in the order of 90%, even without optical concentration. Owing to such progress, an incredibly high quantity of completely distilled water produced by 1 kWh of input solar energy was achieved by a solar still made of inexpensive materials (1.28 l kWh −1 under one sun; that is, 1.28 l m −2 h −1 ) 18 . This milestone can potentially increase the productivity of conventional solar stills by a factor of four, at the cost of a few dollars 9, [18] [19] [20] [21] . Other strategies to further enhance the energy efficiency in solar steam generation have been reported recently, including superior light absorbance and additional energy gain from the surroundings obtained through three-dimensional (3D) photothermal structures [22] [23] [24] , and the reduced latent heat of water cluster evaporation claimed to be achieved in the molecular mesh of hierarchically nanostructured gels, which possibly leads to a small residual salt content in the condensate (partial distillation) 25 . However, when condensing freshwater in a solar still, a large amount of latent energy is always lost to the environment. This occurs regardless of the level of sophistication of the nanomaterials used for evaporating saltwater (possibly only partially) and the thermal insulation of the liquid phase. Previous attempts to recover latent heat of condensation to enhance desalination performance intrinsically involved active components (for example, pumps), as in the case of vertical or inclined multi-effect solar stills [26] [27] [28] , whereas attempts to recover it in a passive way were not supported by experimental evidence 29 , possibly owing to distillate contamination issues.
Here, we design, build and test a completely passive solar-driven distiller capable of reusing the latent heat of vaporization several times before it is lost to the environment. This process is implemented in a completely passive way at ambient pressure, since the Sun provides thermal energy for complete distillation. Capillary forces, which can also be used by floating installations, drive water feeding. Furthermore, the latent heat of condensation of distillate is recovered by multiple complete evaporation/condensation stages, which allows the system to go beyond the thermodynamic limit of single-stage complete distillation q solar /Δ h LV = ~1. 47 ), where Δ h LV = 2,455.6 kJ kg −1 is the enthalpy of liquid-vapour complete-phase change at ambient temperature 18 . Although it is beyond the scope of the present work, this key concept possibly also applies to devices realizing only partial distillation 25 , since it would still increase the purified water productivity. In our device, both passive water feeding and multistage complete distillation have been unlocked by the horizontal orientation of distillation stages. However, in contrast with previous attempts, the innovative use of a hydrophobic membrane between the evaporating and condensing hydrophilic layers helps avoid distillate contamination under horizontal configuration. We demonstrate, both experimentally and theoretically, that tremendous improvements in the distillate flow rate (two to four times greater than state-of-the-art passive solar stills used for complete distillation 18 ) can easily be achieved without compromising the simplicity and materials costs. For example, assuming the theoretical distillate flow rate reported in Supplementary Fig. 12 (namely, ~ 6 l m
), a single square metre of distiller exposed to direct solar radiation (for six working hours) theoretically has the potential to satisfy the daily drinkable water needs (2 litres per day 8 ) of up to 18 people. The reported approach and results represent a remarkable improvement over recently published passive technologies for complete distillation, and could possibly have an impact on the lives of millions of people in the most impoverished regions of the world 30 .
results
Layout of the passive solar distiller. Our modular distiller can passively desalinate seawater by exploiting low-temperature heat (here, from non-concentrated solar radiation) without the need for any mechanical or electrical ancillaries, such as pumps or valves, under standard operating conditions and by performing a complete distillation. The main elements are shown in Fig. 1a, , each supporting a 1-mmthick layer of hydrophilic microfibre. The liquid layer separation can be accomplished using either hydrophobic microporous membranes, as is common in membrane distillation (for active technologies) [31] [32] [33] , or a membrane-free solution with a small air gap between the hydrophilic layers. Both approaches are implemented and tested in this work. However, we note that the use of a hydrophobic membrane can be beneficial for avoiding accidental salt contamination of freshwater in the condensing layer, thus safely allowing realization of submillimetre air gaps and arbitrary orientation of the distiller. The materials used for the hydrophilic layer, rigid spacer and hydrophobic microporous membrane are reported in Supplementary  Fig. 3a -c, respectively.
As depicted in Fig. 1a , solar radiation is absorbed and converted into heat on the upper side of the first stage of the distiller. TiNOX-a commercially available spectrally selective solar absorber 34 -is used to increase the conversion efficiency of the solar radiation into heat, without any loss of generality with regards to the multi-stage concept. TiNOX shows high solar absorbance (α = 0.95) and limited infrared emissivity (ε = 0.04), and thus limited radiative loss at the same time. A transparent thermal insulating layer is adopted at the top surface to reduce convective heat loss between the spectrally selective solar absorber and ambient environment (see Supplementary Fig. 3d ). This thermal insulator consists of three 2-mm-thick air layers, which are created between thin films of transparent linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) supported by an acrylonitrile butadiene styrene frame, manufactured by 3D printing. In these air layers, convective heat transfer is limited and, thus, mainly thermal conduction occurs. Finally, an aluminium heat sink is placed at the bottom of the distiller to efficiently reject heat from the last stage of the distiller to the ambient environment. It is worth stressing that, in this work, the heat sink purposely operates under natural convection and thus does not require any additional power supply. Note that the heat sink shape was not optimized and, therefore, further gains in efficiency can possibly follow from subsequent device design improvements.
Working principle of the distiller. The mechanism underpinning the desalination process of the N-stage distiller is based on reducing the characteristic distance separating the two thin hydrophilic layers, thus enabling an efficient, multiple, complete evaporation/ condensation cycle at ambient pressure. In Fig. 1c , the distiller stage is depicted, where the evaporator and condenser are the upper and lower hydrophilic layers, respectively. These hydrophilic layers are mainly glued to the aluminium plates, apart from a protruding strip that is immersed in either the saltwater (evaporator) or the distillate (condenser) basin. Water flux to and from the distiller relies only on capillary forces (owing to the hydrophilicity of the layers and inlet/ outlet strips) and gravity, respectively.
Under operating conditions, saltwater rises to the upper hydrophilic layer in each stage (evaporator) because of capillarity. A thermal gradient is generated from the top to the bottom of the distiller by solar radiation absorption on the top surface. Therefore, in each stage, the upper aluminium plate heats the salty water in the evaporator, promoting vapour flux through the air gap or microporous membrane. As schematically represented in Fig. 1c , water in the evaporator and condenser has different vapour pressures because of the temperature and salinity gradients through the stage, which leads to a steady net vapour flux from the evaporating to condensing hydrophilic layers. In Fig. 1d , the vapour pressure is plotted as a function of water salinity and temperature, which helps illustrate the above process (see equations (1)- (3)). Water vapour condenses on each lower hydrophilic layer, where the released latent heat becomes available to drive additional evaporation stages in devices with a multi-stage configuration. The reuse of heat by subsequent stages is essential for overcoming the performance limitations of current passive distillers. As a result, completely distilled water accumulates in the hydrophilic condensation layer, and its strip drains the excess freshwater into the distillate basin (aided by gravity). It is worth pointing out that in contrast with traditional solar stills where the optical transmittance of the transparent cover may be reduced by condensed water drops, here the condensation process does not affect the optical performance of the device.
Laboratory experiments. The passive distiller was tested under both laboratory and outdoor conditions. First, the performance was assessed under laboratory conditions, where a non-fluctuating thermal source from an electrical resistor was adopted to ensure a constant thermal gradient ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 4 ). The distiller prototype was evaluated by the test rig depicted in Supplementary Fig. 5 . In the laboratory, we evaluated distillers with different numbers of stages (1, 3 or 10 stages) and various condensing-evaporating interface layers (membrane-free, 0.1 or 3.0 µ m polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes). The feed water processed in these experiments was a water/NaCl solution that mimics the salinity of seawater at 35 g l −1
. The distillate fluxes measured for these different distiller configurations are presented in Fig. 2a Experimental results in Fig. 2a show that the three-stage configuration device gave a threefold increase in the specific mass flow rate with respect to a one-stage configuration, and this already goes beyond the thermodynamic theoretical limit of single-stage distillers. Additionally, a sixfold increase relative to a one-stage configuration was observed using the ten-stage configuration. In particular, the configuration with 0.1 µ m PTFE membranes and 10 stages produced a specific mass flow rate (J) of 2.95 ± 0.02 l m −2 h −1 distillate with salinity < 0.01 g l −1 (resolution of the refractometer), which corresponds to 3.28 ± 0.04 l kWh −1 and is a 2.5-fold enhancement with respect to state-of-the-art passive solar desalination systems for complete distillation 18 . The experimental distillate flow rates of the passive distillers fall within the error range of theoretical predictions (grey band in Fig. 2a ; see Methods for details on the theoretical model). Moreover, the distillate flux obtained experimentally for a 1-stage configuration has been interpreted by a 3D finite element model of the setup (discrepancy less than 10%), to quantify the impact of each thermal loss channel (see Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7) .
The nonlinear relationship between the number of stages and distillate specific mass flow rate enhancement is due to a reduced temperature difference across each stage, which is gradually less effective at counteracting the vapour pressure gradient imposed by the salinity (see Fig. 1c,d for a graphical representation of this effect). It is interesting to note that devices with either air gaps or hydrophobic membranes show similar performance. In fact, while the ~1-mm-thick air gap guarantees a larger temperature gradient at the evaporator-condenser interface because of a lower thermal transmittance (air gap transmittance: ~100 W m
; membrane average transmittance: ~470 W m
), the permeability coefficient is reduced because of the larger gap thickness (air gap permeability:
; membrane average permeability
). This balance between the different heat and mass transfer characteristics of the two solutions results in their similar performances.
Field experiments. Next, we performed experimental tests of the three-and ten-stage configurations of the distiller under outdoor conditions. The passive distiller was first tested on a rooftop in Torino, Italy. The experimental setup adopted for the outdoor tests is pictured in Supplementary Fig. 8 . Outdoor measurements were carried out on clear days around 12:00, when an approximately constant level of solar irradiance, q solar = ~600 W m , was achieved for at least four consecutive hours (see Fig. 2d and Supplementary  Fig. 9 ). Seawater collected from the Ligurian Sea, with a salinity of 35 g l , was supplied to the distiller to better match field-testing conditions. When exposed to direct sunlight, the 10-stage distiller achieved 2.07 ± 0.11 l kWh −1 distillate productivity, which is above First, seawater is provided to the device by capillary action through strips protruding from the hydrophilic layers of each stage. Second, solar radiation is converted into thermal energy by a spectrally selective material and then employed to drive multiple evaporation and condensation stages through either air gaps or hydrophobic membranes. Finally, distilled water is collected in a basin by gravity force. A 3D-printed transparent insulator (top) and aluminium heat sink (bottom) were adopted to reduce and enhance convective heat transfer, respectively. Red dashed and dotted lines enclose the N-stages of the distiller; dark and light blue arrows represent saltwater and distilled water flows, respectively. b, Isometric view (top) and section detail (bottom) of the three-stage solar desalination prototype (see also Supplementary Fig. 1 ). During experiments, input and output strips were not directly exposed to air: each strip was covered by an LLDPE film to suppress natural evaporation. c, Single stage of the distiller: the vapour flux from the evaporation (saltwater) to condensation (distillate) layer is proportional to the vapour pressure gradient through the stage, which results from the competing effects of temperature and activity (that is, salinity) gradients through the hydrophobic membrane. ) and condenser (point C; distillate with 0 g l
), and thus a net vapour flux. Point C * represents the state of the condensing layer with the minimum temperature gradient Δ T min to carry out water distillation.
the thermodynamic limit of single-stage solar stills. In Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 1 , these distillate fluxes are reported in terms of litres of distilled water produced per kWh of solar energy input, for better comparability between different ambient conditions. The good performance of the distillers in the laboratory was maintained during outdoor tests. By considering outdoor boundary conditions (see Supplementary Table 2 ), the rooftop performances of the passive distiller are also within the calculated uncertainties of the theoretical model. A floating configuration of the three-stage passive distiller was then tested in the sea. The distiller, when positioned on a floating platform above the sea, is able to pick up seawater, desalinate it by a distillation process that exploits only incoming solar energy and deliver a steady flux of freshwater into a storage basin (see Supplementary Fig. 10 ). The test was carried out on a clear day from 12:00 for 4 h; the solar irradiation was monitored and is depicted in Supplementary Fig. 11 (846 W m −2 on average), and the inlet seawater had a salinity of 35 g l . Under these conditions, the floating distiller showed about 1.77 l kWh −1 distillate productivity with a salinity < 0.01 g l −1
, which is again above the thermodynamic limit of single-stage solar stills for complete distillation and is in good accordance with modelling predictions (see Fig. 2c ).
Since the experimental results matched well with predictions from the theoretical modelling, the model was then used to predict the potential specific mass flux of distillate as a function of the number of stages and salinity (see Supplementary Fig. 12 ). We note that the total temperature drop across the distiller might be further increased by optimizing the layered structure of each stage (see Supplementary Note 3). In these cases, the distiller has the potential to achieve a specific mass flux of distillate up to 6 l m ), and even to efficiently process feed water with high salinity (for example, brines).
Salt removal. During day hours, the solar-driven distillation process leads to salt accumulation in the hydrophilic layers used as evaporators. This increase in salt concentration progressively reduces the productivity of each distillation stage because of the lower activity of high-salinity solutions (see equations (1) and (2)). The salinity gradient tends to vanish during night hours, when distillate production is interrupted while the high-salinity water in the evaporator can diffuse back into the saltwater source (for example, the sea). This salt removal process is also aided by gravity because of the different density of high-and low-salinity solutions. However, based on our experience, such passive salt removal from the evaporator is a slow phenomenon occurring on longer time scales compared with the available night hours. Therefore, we now describe one possible engineering solution to this problem. The salt evacuation rate given by these passive processes could be enhanced by rinsing the hydrophilic layers with an additional flow of seawater (for example, with 35 g l −1 salinity). In the configuration detailed in Fig. 3a , the hydrophilic layers where evaporation occurs are connected to a rinse basin via additional hydrophilic strips. The rinse basin is empty during day hours (Δ z 1 = 0 cm, see Fig. 3a ), whereas it is filled up with seawater during night hours. The resulting small hydraulic head (Δ z 1 = ~1 cm) drives the rinse of evaporating layers.
To assess the salt removal effectiveness of the rinse, the average distillate productivity of a three-stage distiller was monitored under laboratory conditions over five consecutive days. Each day, the distiller was powered for eight consecutive hours by a non-fluctuating thermal source (approximately equivalent to one sun irradiation) to maintain stable distillate production. Since each stage generated approximately 50 ml of distilled water over 8 h, ~1.75 g of salt accumulated in each evaporating layer. At this point, two alternative strategies were possible: salt removal by concentration gradient and gravity (without rinse); or salt removal assisted by saltwater rinse (with rinse; see Fig. 3a ). In the strategy with rinse, each evaporating layer was also connected to the rinse basin through the additional hydrophilic strip. Each evaporating layer was rinsed for 1 min with a saltwater (35 g l , which resulted overall in 150 ml of saltwater per rinse. In both strategies, during the remaining 16 h, the produced distilled water was removed from the distillate basin, while the strips of the three evaporators were kept immersed in the saltwater basin (35 g l −1 salinity), relying on salt diffusion. The distillate productivity measured each day was normalized by the value obtained on the first day of the experiments, when a new prototype was tested. In Fig. 3b , the two alternative configurations are compared: salt removal without rinse (blue squares); and salt removal assisted by saltwater rinse (red dots). The distillate productivity obtained without rinse showed a significant decay with time, due to progressive salt accumulation in the hydrophilic layer of the evaporators: the distiller presented almost a 50% productivity decrease over 5 days. In contrast, the rinsing process ensured durable distillation performances that, after the first day of testing, stabilized around a limited 15% productivity decrease. Note that to keep the overall desalination process completely off-grid, a photovoltaic panel could be introduced to power a possible rinse pump. A preliminary energy analysis (Supplementary Note 4) indicates that the extension of photovoltaic panel required to power a rinse pump for the three-stage distiller (of the tested size) would be much lower than 1 cm 2 ; namely, less than one-hundredth of the solarabsorbing surface currently required for the distiller. In addition, we note that, regardless of the above rinse, the presence of a pump is required to move the distillate towards the final user.
Discussion
In summary, we present a passive (that is, only driven by non-concentrated solar thermal energy), high-yield, modular, multi-stage and low-cost device that is able to desalinate seawater by complete distillation exploiting the vapour pressure difference across a small gap between two hydrophilic thin layers. The key idea is to use a simple design to reduce the gap between the hydrophilic materials, and hence significantly increase the water vapour permeability. In laboratory and outdoor experiments, we observed that this process is efficiently operated by a thermal power density of less than 1 kW m −2 and at a maximum temperature of < 65 °C. Different methodologies for separating the two hydrophilic layers in each distillation stage were designed and experimentally tested. Furthermore, the desalination performances of the devices with various numbers of distillation stages were assessed to evaluate the modular design efficiency. The device with the best performance provides a specific mass flux of complete distillate up to almost 3 l m −2 h −1 in a 10-stage configuration under laboratory conditions, ) was normalized by the value obtained on the first day of the experiments, when a new prototype was tested. Day (distillate production, salt accumulation) and night (no distillate production, salt removal) operations were considered for five consecutive days. Two alternative configurations are compared for the night operations: salt removal by concentration gradient and gravity (blue squares); and salt removal assisted by saltwater rinse (red dots). The red and blue lines are guides for the eyes. Error bars represent ± 1 s.d.
whereas theoretical modelling shows a potential up to 6 l m
. Such theoretical potential could be experimentally approached by increasing the thermal insulation between distillation stages and the ambient surroundings, improving the salt removal process, or optimizing the thickness, material and assembly of hydrophilic layers and membranes. Clearly, recent advances in the materials and technologies used in traditional membrane distillation systems could be beneficial for improving the performances and industrial scalability of our passive desalination device [35] [36] [37] [38] . For example, membrane fouling 31 could be mitigated by the use of materials, treatments and strategies with anti-fouling capabilities [39] [40] [41] [42] , and recent hydrophilic materials with anti-clogging properties specifically devised for solar desalination could reduce fouling and prevent adhesion and accumulation of salt particles in the evaporators (further discussions are provided in Supplementary Note 5) [43] [44] [45] . Overall, the passive distillers discussed in this work show energy performances that are up to four times higher than those of state-of-the-art passive solar desalination systems for complete distillation [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 18 and, although not within the scope of this work, even show similar performance compared with some of the active desalination technologies (see Fig. 4a and Supplementary Tables 3 and 4) .
The low-cost, multi-stage and passive working principle of the distiller introduced in this work may be particularly suitable to provide inexpensive distilled water in cases of emergency conditions. For example, in the floating installation tested by the experiments (see Fig. 4b ), seawater is supplied to the modular distiller by capillary action, then desalinated under direct solar energy. These characteristics would be ideal to provide drinkable water after splashdowns, floods or tsunamis, where off-grid operating conditions are forced temporarily by the emergency condition. The distilled water could also be used to sustain permanently floating gardens (see Fig. 4c ) for food production and/or CO 2 sequestration. It is worth noting that the floating configuration of the distiller improved its performance because of the reduced and stable temperature of the heat sink realized by the sea. Non-floating configurations of the distiller may also provide freshwater to coastal areas under water stress conditions; for example, the surface of decommissioned off-shore oil rigs 46 could host up-scaled versions of the distiller with no additional environmental impact. Note that the modular distiller may be also suitable for treating different feed water types in non-coastal areas; for instance, mining, municipal or industrial wastewater [47] [48] [49] . The highlighted results refer to the works of Moudjeber et al. 68 , Liu et al. 18 , Ghasemi et al. 10 , Dongare et al. 69 and Ni et al.
14
. The red dashed line represents the thermodynamic limit of single-stage distillers under one sun (complete distillation; 1.47 l kWh −1 ). b, Floating installation of the modular distiller, which could be employed in emergency conditions (for example, splashdowns, floods or tsunamis). A larger amount of drinkable water could be achieved by mosaic-like arrangements of small-sized distillers, each one fed by separated hydrophilic strips, to limit and optimize the water transport distance by capillarity. c, Possible configuration of the floating desalination device tested in this work, where the distilled water could be used to sustain floating gardens.
Methods
Experimental materials and methods. The experimental setup used for evaluating the desalination performance of the passive distiller under laboratory conditions is depicted in Supplementary Fig. 5 . To mimic the process of solar energy collection, a planar electrical resistor made of enamelled copper wire with a 0.4 mm diameter was embedded below the selective solar-absorbing layer of the prototype. The electrical resistor was designed to provide a steady heat flux equal to q = 740 W m ) to account for the solar transmittance of the thermal insulator (τ = ~0.86; transparent LLDPE, measured experimentally) and solar absorbance of the selective solar absorber (α = ~0.95; TiNOX) 34 . We note that the experimental setup under laboratory conditions mimics realistic operation provided that the resistor delivers the expected absorbed energy, while both radiative and convective heat losses are also accounted for.
We explored three options for achieving small separation of the two liquid phases held in the hydrophilic layers in each stage of our distiller. The first was to maintain an air gap using a ~1-mm-thick polypropylene spacer with 0.62 porosity (Supplementary Fig. 3b ). For the second and third options, we used hydrophobic PTFE membranes with a thickness of 0.15 mm and a pore size of either 0.1 or 3.0 μ m (Supplementary Fig. 3c ). The pore size of hydrophobic membranes is critical for avoiding contamination between the liquid phases that they separate (that is, the smaller the pore size, the higher the liquid entry pressure; thus, the lower the contamination issues 50 ). However, because our system operates at ambient pressure, even large pore sizes are not of particular concern for accidental distillate contamination. In fact, the liquid entry pressures of the membranes with pore sizes of 0.1 and 3.0 μ m are 7.9 and 0.25 bar, respectively. The value of 0.25 bar could possibly lead to faster membrane wetting; however, no salt contamination was observed in the distillate produced during the experiments.
The testing facilities adopted under laboratory conditions consisted of a laptop for data storage and analysis, a data acquisition board (NI-9213 module for the data acquisition DAQ board; National Instruments), a power supply to provide electrical power to the planar electric resistor mimicking field-test conditions, analogic (RS 110; Hanna Instruments; accuracy ± 0.2%) and digital (HI 96801; Hanna Instruments; accuracy ± 0.2%) refractometers, a precision scale (Kern PCB 1000-2; 0.01 g resolution), the distiller prototype and inlet/outlet water basins (100 ml capacity; room temperature). Three thermocouples (RS Pro; K-type) connected to the data acquisition DAQ board recorded the ambient temperature, average temperature of the spectrally selective solar absorber (evaporator in the first stage) and average temperature of the heat sink (condenser in the last stage). The two averaged temperatures allow the estimate of the overall temperature drop across the N-stage distiller. The laboratory precision scale was used to monitor the mass change over time of the distilled water basin, and thus to compute the distillate specific mass flux generated by the distiller. Refractometers were adopted to measure the salt concentration in the saltwater basin as well as to verify the quality of distillate during operation.
The outdoor tests on the rooftop of the Department of Energy at Politecnico di Torino (Torino, Italy) were carried out on 16 and 17 March 2017. Without losing generality, only the evaporator-condenser interface design incorporating a hydrophobic membrane with a pore size of 3 μ m was tested. The experimental setups adopted during these outdoor tests (see Supplementary Fig. 8 ) were similar to those used in the laboratory tests, except that the power supply was no longer needed and a pyranometer (LP Pyra 08 BL; Delta OHM) was used to monitor the solar irradiance. In the tests on the rooftop, the distillate flow rates and their uncertainties were computed from approximately 13:00 to 14:30. The outdoor tests in the sea were carried out in Varazze, Italy on 17 May 2017 (see Supplementary  Fig. 10 ), and the distillate flow rate was computed by considering the cumulative distillate production from approximately 11:30 to 15:30.
The permeability of the hydrophobic membranes was measured via a diffusion cell (15 mm Side-Bi-Side Cell; PermeGear; 7 ml volume). In this setup, as schematically represented in Supplementary Fig. 13 , two aqueous salt solutions with different salt concentrations were separated by the clamped hydrophobic membrane. Owing to the concentration gradient, the generated osmotic pressure promotes water flux through the membrane. Freshwater flows through the membrane to the cell containing the solution with higher salinity, and the mass flow rate (thus, the membrane permeability) can be evaluated by monitoring the water level in a graduated column 51 . Both sides of the diffusion cells are agitated by stir bars to avoid possible concentration polarization issues at the membrane interfaces.
Theoretical model. The driving force for the N-stage distillation process is the difference in water vapour pressure between the evaporating (E) and condensing (C) hydrophilic layers due to both temperature and salinity differences through the air gap or the hydrophobic membrane 50, 52 . The vapour pressure gradient can be computed using Raoult's law as follows:
where a denotes the activity of water, Y E and Y C are the mass fractions (Y = m salt /m solution ) of salt in the feed and distilled solution, respectively, p v is the water vapour pressure, and T E and T C are the temperatures of the feed and distilled solutions, respectively 53 . Under ideal conditions, the activity of an NaCl aqueous solution can be estimated as: are the molar masses in grams per mole of sodium chloride and water, respectively. The feed water processed in the experiments has a salinity of 35 g l −1 (Y E = 0.035), which is typical for seawater; therefore, equation (2) predicts a(Y E ) = ~0.98. The activity of distilled water is clearly 1. The vapour pressure can be evaluated via Antoine's semi-empirical correlation:
v where p v is intended in mmHg and T in Celsius, and A, B and C are materialspecific constants, in this case equal to 8.07, 1,730.63 and 233.42, respectively 54 . In Fig. 1d , the vapour pressure is plotted as a function of water salinity and temperature, according to equations (1) salinity) in the evaporator and distilled water in the condenser have temperatures of 55 and 45 °C, respectively. It is worth pointing out that, for the sake of illustration, we are neglecting the thermal resistances of the hydrophilic layers. Under these conditions, Fig. 1d illustrates both Δ p v during operating conditions (Δ T = 10 °C) and the minimum temperature drop (Δ T min ) needed to carry out the distillation process.
The produced specific mass flow rate of distillate (J, kg s −1 m −2 ) is derived combining the Maxwell-Stefan and dusty-gas models [55] [56] [57] . The Maxwell-Stefan model considers the external driving force (which includes the concentration effect; namely, the chemical potential) and the molecular diffusion (which describes the interaction between gas molecules). The dusty-gas model takes into account the interaction between gas molecules and the porous matrix (namely, the collision between gas molecules and pore walls) and the viscous flow due to the total pressure gradient across the porous medium. According to the combination of these models, the mass transport through a porous medium can be modelled as:
where x i is the mole fraction of species i, μ i is the chemical potential of species i, R is the gas constant (8.314 J K −1 mol −1 ) and T is the absolute temperature. The three terms on the right-hand side of equation (4) consider the viscous flow, molecular diffusion and Knudsen diffusion, respectively. K v is the viscous permeability coefficient, τ is the tortuosity factor of the membrane, η v is the dynamic viscosity of the mixture, ϵ m is the porosity of the membrane, P is the total pressure of the mixture, z is the vertical coordinate and D iK is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient for species i. Furthermore, N i is the molar flux of species i, and D ij is the diffusion coefficient of species i in species j.
Several assumptions may be considered to simplify equation (4), as extensively discussed by Elimelech and co-workers [55] [56] [57] . First, the ternary mixture (namely, water vapour + nitrogen + oxygen) can be considered as an ideal binary mixture of water vapour and air where, due to the low solubility of air in water, the air molecules trapped in the pores are almost stationary. Consequently, the molar flux of air is zero (namely, N a = 0). In addition, the viscous flow term can be safely neglected in the considered passive device, since there is no total pressure difference across the membrane (unlike typical membrane distillation systems) 58 . Note that, due to the ideal gas assumption, the chemical potential of water vapour (μ w ) is given by the following expression: μ w = μ w,pure + RTln[x w ], where the subscripts w and w,pure refer to water and pure water vapour, respectively [55] [56] [57] . Based on these assumptions, and considering a configuration where a membrane (with porosity (5) and (6) model the following terms, respectively: Knudsen and molecular diffusion within the membrane, and molecular diffusion within the spacer or air gap 58, 59 . Note that it is possible to empirically estimate PD wa = 1.19 × 10 −4 T 1.75 (expressed as Pa m 2 s −1 ) 60 . The Knudsen diffusion coefficient is expressed as:
where r is the average pore radius of the membrane. The correlation between tortuosity and porosity of the membrane is modelled by the Mackie-Meares equation as [61] [62] [63] : (5) and (6) can be approximated by a first-order Taylor series, with J being linearly dependent on the partial pressure gradient via the permeability coefficient (K) of the gap between the two hydrophilic layers; that is:
v where Δ p v is derived from equation (1) . When the transition flow dominates, in each stage of the distiller, the overall empirical permeability coefficient reported in equation (9) can then be approximated as a series of contributions from the membrane and spacer permeability 50, 59 ; namely: where p a is the arithmetic mean of the air partial pressures in the considered domain. It is worth pointing out that the linearized model in equation (9) and approximate permeability corrected by the p a /P factor in equation (10) have been successfully applied to numerous membrane distillation experiments in the literature 59, 64, 65 , since they typically provide predictions nearly equivalent to the combined Maxwell-Stefan and dusty-gas models (see, for instance, Supplementary  Fig. 14) . A less crude approximation consists in linearizing only equation (6) 
) and using the empirical overall permeability coefficient
). This linearization can be safely justified by noticing that in the air gap, under the typical moist air conditions of interest here the vapour molar fractions ≪ x 1 w , which combined with equation (5) yields:
wa w Equation (11) has been adopted in the modelling analyses reported in Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs . 12 and 14.
Despite there being no consensus in the literature about the exact boundary between the transition (molecular + Knudsen) and pure Knudsen regime, herefollowing a suggestion in recent work by Elimelech and co-workers 66 -we consider that the transport resistance of membranes with a 0.1 µ m average pore size (Kn > 1, where Kn denotes the Knudsen number) is dominated by collisions between pore walls and vapour molecules and, thus, only Knudsen transport resistance takes place. In contrast, both molecular and diffusion transport resistances were considered for membranes with a 3.0 µ m average pore size (Kn ≪ 1).
As shown in equation (10) , the overall gap thickness of each distiller stage (d g , which accounts for the air gap, spacer and/or membrane thicknesses) is crucial and strongly affects the permeate flux. To achieve high permeability and thus high mass flux, a balance between minimizing heat transport and maximizing mass transport between the layers should be found 50, 52 . The estimates of the membrane permeability by equation (10) are in good agreement (see Supplementary Fig. 15 ) with those measured experimentally by the diffusion cell in Supplementary Fig.  13 . Note that the measured moderate variation of K with pore size (that is, less than ± 10% in the 0.1-3.0 μ m range) agrees with both modelling predictions (see Supplementary Fig. 16 ) and experimental uncertainties 50 . In each stage of the distiller, the specific heat flux (q, W m −2 ) between the evaporating and condensing hydrophilic layers is mainly due to water phase changes and heat transfer by conduction; namely:
eff,g g E C LV l where k eff,g is the effective thermal conductivity in the gap, including conduction through the air, spacer and/or membrane, T E and T C are the temperatures of the feed and permeate solution, respectively, J is the specific mass flow rate of water through the gap, Δ h LV is the latent heat of vaporization (in the case of partial distillation 25 , this term should be substituted by fΔ h LV where f < 1 takes into account the apparent reduced heat of evaporation), and q l is the specific heat loss through the lateral surface of the stage. An equivalent thermal resistance circuit that schematically represents this one-dimensional thermal model is presented in Supplementary Fig. 17 . It is noteworthy to mention that, in our passive device, inlet (saltwater) and outlet (distillate) water fluxes are only driven by capillarity; thus, Reynolds numbers are low (≪ 1). Therefore, differently from traditional membrane distillation processes that experience temperature polarization issues 67 , convection does not take place in the feed and permeate channels (that is, hydrophilic layers), and heat transfer is mainly due to conduction. This effect is implicitly included in the adopted model, since Δ p v (equation (1)) is computed considering the temperatures at both membrane (or air gap) surfaces, which are readily available from the series of lumped thermal resistances depicted in Supplementary Fig. 17 .
Each 1-mm-thick synthetic microfibre hydrophilic layer was glued with a few drops of silicone adhesive to a 1.3-mm-thick aluminium plate to allow evaporator and condenser assembly in each stage. The global heat transfer coefficient of this assembly (synthetic microfibre + aluminium plate) was experimentally measured as ~250 W m
. Furthermore, the thermal conductivity of the wet synthetic microfibre was estimated as a weighted average between the thermal conductivity of the dry synthetic microfibre (0.04 W m
) and water (0.6 W m
), where the quantity of absorbed water can be estimated by comparative weight measurements between dry and wet hydrophilic layers.
Statistical analysis.
A sampling period of up to 30 min was used for mass flow rate computations. Experimental measures were performed when a steady selfsustained mass flux of output distillate was achieved, and tests continued for up to four consecutive hours to assess the stability of the distillation process. Steady-state conditions were considered as achieved when the linear fitting of the cumulative mass of produced distillate with time provided a coefficient of determination R 2 larger than or equal to 0.999. The raw data of the experiments are reported in Supplementary Data 1 (distillate mass flow rate) and Supplementary Data 2 (temperatures and solar irradiance).
Standard deviations of measured distillate flow rates were computed from the analysis of the time series of experiments at the steady state. In the plots, error intervals are reported in terms of ± 1 s.d.
The errors in the model predictions were calculated from the uncertainties involved in the measurement of the membrane porosity, convection coefficients and assembly geometry (see Supplementary Table 2 ). In fact, the nonhomogeneous layered structure of the stages generates non-ideal contacts between adjacent layers. Therefore, an additional air gap between membranes and hydrophilic layers is considered in the model.
